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Problems 1471–1480
Parabola incorporating Function would like to thank Sin Keong Tong for contributing
problem 1472.

Q1471 Find the positive integer which has 7 proper divisors, with the sum of the
proper divisors being 673. (Proper divisors are all divisors except the number itself:
for example, the proper divisors of 20 are 1, 2, 4, 5, 10.)

Q1472 Let m,n be positive integers, and define a sequence of numbers T1, T2, T3, . . .
by the following rules: T1 = −2015, T2 = 2015 and

Tk =
mTk−2 + nTk−1

m+ n

for k ≥ 3. If the value of Tk gets closer and closer to 1729 as k increases, find the ratio
m/n.

Q1473 In problem 1465 (solution later this issue) we proved that among any nine
people, there must always be four who pairwise like each other or three who pairwise
dislike each other. Prove that this is not true for eight people: that is, it is possible to
have a group of eight people in which no four pairwise like each other, and no three
pairwise dislike each other.

Q1474 Consider the equation

⌊1000000
√
m⌋ = ⌊1000000

√
n⌋ ,

where m and n are integers. We have shown (problem 1467, solution this issue) that
a possible solution is m = 5000002 and n = 5000002 + 1. Prove that there is in fact no
smaller integer value of m for which

⌊1000000
√
m⌋ = ⌊1000000

√
m+ 1⌋ .

Q1475 Prove that if

x sin
(

θ − 2π

3

)

= y sin θ = z sin
(

θ +
2π

3

)

then
xy + yz + zx = 0 .

Q1476 In quadrilateral ABCD, the angles at B and D are right angles, and AB = AD.
Find the area of the quadrilateral in terms of the lengths a = AB and d = BD.
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Q1477 A circus is organising a touring schedule under the following conditions. There
are k performances to be arranged: there are m possible venues, and n possible perfor-
mance days. No two performances are to given at the same venue, and no two perfor-
mances are to be given on the same day. In how many ways can the tour be scheduled?
(Ignore any difficulties connected with the time needed for setting up, packing up and
travelling!)

Q1478 Mitchell and Dale are now playing a game with ordinary (six–sided) dice. The
rules are as follows: if a player throws a 6 then he wins; if he throws a 1 or a 2 then he
loses; if he throws a 3, 4 or 5 then the other player has a turn. What is the first player’s
chance of winning?

Q1479 Determine the maximum number of cross shapes (as in the diagram) that can
be placed on an 8 × 8 chessboard. Each cross must cover exactly five squares on the
board, and crosses may not overlap. Prove that the number you claim can be placed as
required, and that more than this many cannot.

Q1480 Consider the number

S =
2

101
+

4

10001
+

8

100000001
+ · · ·+ 1024

1000 . . . 0001
,

where the numerators are powers of 2, and the number of zeros in each denominator
is always one less than the corresponding numerator. Write S as an infinite recurring
decimal.
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